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																	One
																	4K HDR video transmitter. Next-gen bonded cellular (4G/5G/LTE). Supporting single & multi-camera, REMI & Cloud.
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																	TVU Anywhere APP
																	Broadcast and stream live from your smartphone. H.265, Full HD
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																	TVU MediaHub
																	Unlimited routing in the cloud. Encode, scale and decode with just a drag & drop.
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																	TVU Router
																	Portable Internet access point that delivers up to 200Mbps of connectivity
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																	TVU MLink
																	Transmit up to 4K HDR live video from your vehicle or studio
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																	TVU G-Link 4K HDR
																	IP based point-to-point contribution encoder, H.265, able to transmit a 4K P60/50 4:2:2 10-bit HDR video signal
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																	TVU Servers
																	Powerful range of receivers to view, manage and share all live video content from one unit.
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																	TVU Transcriber
																	Accurately transcribe in real-time the voice of your live and recorded video
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																	TVU CAS
																	Contribution Automation Solution designed to automate the planning, resource management, acquisition, transmission, routing and metadata tagging of video content.
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																	TVU Search
																	Search, find and clip live and recorded video content faster by automatically sorting through hours of footage to locate exactly the seconds of content needed.
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																	TVU MediaMind
																	Enrich your live and recorded video with automated metadata such as voice and face recognition, allowing frame accurate search of your video content.
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																	TVU Producer 3.0
																	Cloud-based live video production platform. Create unique multi-camera live streaming programs in minutes with unlimited participants using TVU Partyline.
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																	TVU Remote Production
																	At-Home and REMI live video remote production over IP, H.265, Full HD, up to 6 synchronized camera.
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																	TVU RPS One
																	Wireless 5G encoder with up to 4 synchronised SDI inputs for 1080p HDR REMI Production. Combining cloud and REMI production in a single portable unit.
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																	TVU Partyline
																	Broadcast quality video conferencing tool for efficient remote team collaboration during live production and virtual events.
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																	TVU Timelock
																	Wireless at home live remote video production. Frame-accurately synchronizes up to 6 TVU One video transmitters.
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																	TVU Remote Commentator
																	Synchronized, broadcast quality audio delivered in real time.
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																	TVU Replay
																	Instant video Replay & Review System for any size athletic program.
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																	TVU Grid
																	Powerful and scalable live IP-based video switching, routing and distribution, enriched with real-time metadata.
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																	TVU G-Link
																	Point-to-point, bi-directional live video distribution over IP, enriched with real-time metadata.
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																	TVU Producer 3.0
																	Cloud-based live video production platform. Create unique multi-camera live streaming programs in minutes with unlimited participants using TVU Partyline.
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																	TVU Channel
																	Go beyond playout with the 24/7 channel solution. Tap into the growth of FAST streaming TV. Easily manage unlimited live digital channels.
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																	TVU Command Center
																	Monitor and control all TVU solutions from one centralized, cloud-based platform.
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																	TVU MediaMind
																	Enrich your live and recorded video with automated metadata such as voice and face recognition, allowing frame accurate search of your video content.
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																	TVU Servers
																	Powerful range of receivers to view, manage and share all live video content from one unit. This is the edge device of the TVU ecosystem.
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